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Independence Marine
Executive Summary

Independence Marine seeks $250,000 from outside investors in March, 1994 in exchange for 30% ownership of the
company. Prior to this date, the founders will be funding the production tooling, field testing, facilities and equipment
and the creation of market awareness. The outside capital infusion will be used for marketing and working capital
needs as production levels ramp up. The projected annual internal rate of return to outside investors over five years
is conservatively estimated at 51%. Independence Marine will develop exit strategies in conjunction with our outside
investors at the appropriate time. These options include, but are not limited to, the execution of an IPO, an LBO, an
outright redemption buyout or a combination of these.

Independence Marine's strategic goal is to develop, manufacture, and market products that aid in the
environmentally sustainable harvest of ocean resources. Our initial product offering, Whale Awayä, reduces the
accidental entrapment (by-catch) of marine mammals, particularly whales, dolphins and porpoises, in commercial
fishing equipment. This accessory is attached to fishing nets and emits a signal that alerts marine mammals to the
presence of a foreign object in the water. The initial product/technology concept was developed and proven in tests
with fishermen in Canada and the United States by Jon Lien, Ph.D., through research at the Whale Research Centre
of Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada.

Independence Marine has taken Dr. Lien's proven technology concept and redesigned it for inexpensive mass
manufacture and improved safety-in-use. Initial prototypes have been constructed and will be tested in June and
October of 1993 by Dr. Lien and representatives of the National Marine Fisheries Service of the U.S. Government.

The introduction of this product is critical to fishermen as new regulations prohibiting the by-catch of marine
mammals will go into effect in October, 1993, threatening to shut down some of their fisheries. In addition to
meeting regulations, Whale Away represents an additional value to fishermen as net damage and loss due to marine
mammal entanglement is alleviated. This will reduce operating costs while increasing revenues, since undamaged
nets can catch more fish.

The initial target market for Whale Awayä is the 2,025 domestic gill net fishermen who will face the regulatory ban
on fishing during their peak season, which coincides with whale migrations through the area. Gill net fishermen were
chosen because gill nets account for almost 80% of all marine mammal deaths that occur in fishing gear. We project
that 150,000 Whale Away ä units per year will be required for all domestic gill net fishermen to meet the
requirements of the federal regulations. The units are designed to last for one year, after which a replacement unit is
needed for each successive year.

Whale Awayä will be introduced in the spring of 1994, coinciding with the beginning of the fishing season. It will be
priced and promoted so as to quickly penetrate the market and consolidate our first-mover advantage. Independence
Marine will promote Whale Awayä through trade shows, trade magazines and direct mail. Distribution will be direct
via a toll free telephone number and parcel post shipping.

Future growth opportunities include extension of the current product into new markets and the development of
product variations for the subsistence fishing markets subsidized by the United Nations. Other potential products
include anti-shark and improved "dolphin-free" tuna net devices.

The management team will be a distinctive competence of Independence Marine. The founders bring a strong blend
of manufacturing, management marketing and product design experience to the business. This, combined with the
fact that all five founders will be graduating from the Masters of Management in Manufacturing program at the J.L.
Kellogg Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University, uniquely positions the company to bring Whale
Awayä and future products to the market. Two of the founders will be running the day-to-day operations while the
other three will serve on an external Board of Directors along with representatives of the initial investors. In addition,
an advisory board of technical and industry advisors is being recruited to provide scientific advice and to ensure a
flow of new product ideas in line with market needs.
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Independence Marine
Product Description and Design

Technology Concept

Whale Awayä works by emitting a signal that alerts cetaceans (marine mammals such as whales, dolphins and
porpoises) to the presence of something unusual in the water, similar to the way flashing road lights alert drivers to
the presence of danger. The mammal then cautiously approaches the noise and the nets to which the unit is
attached. Once the mammal learns of the hazard, it is much less likely to become entrapped in it (please see Figure
1). Also of importance to fishermen, the signal is not audible to fish and therefore does not negatively affect catch
yields.

The concept for this product was developed by Jon Lien Ph.D., through research at the Whale Research Centre at
Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada. Dr. Lien, a prominent animal behavior researcher and whale expert,
began developing this concept over 15 years ago in an effort to assist Newfoundland fishermen in protecting their
fishing gear from damage caused by entangled whales. Ten years later, the concept became a reality and underwent
testing in Newfoundland, Canada; Queensland, Australia, Natal, South Africa, and New Hampshire, USA, where it was
consistently demonstrated to be an effective deterrent to by-catch without negatively affecting the catch yields.

Dr. Lien's device has not been widely disseminated because the actual manufacturing cost of $250 per unit (or
$1,250 per net) was greater than the opportunity cost to fishermen of not adopting the technology (i.e., net damage)
or of stopping fishing. During the tests, the original prototype design, in addition to being too expensive, was found
to be extremely awkward and cumbersome for the fishermen to use. This was a major barrier to commercial
development.

After reading about the frustration Dr. Lien was having in making his concept manufacturable, our five person team
of graduate students in the Master of Management in Manufacturing program at Northwestern University initiated a
series of discussions with him. We subsequently formed Independence Marine to commercialize this technology
concept.

Design Concept

In an effort to make the commercial product a success, Independence Marine worked directly with lead users from
Dr. Lien's experimental tests to get feedback on the existing product. These lead users are generally the most
successful fishermen in a given port or region and have the economic wherewithal to experiment with new
technologies to improve their results. The market research consisted of focus groups conducted by two of the
company founders and consisted of the lead users from Dr. Lien's test in Portsmouth, NH. From the research it was
determined that the key product attributes were cost, ease of use, safety and compatibility with existing gear. In
addition, key internal design parameters were found to be durability, salt water resistance, depth pressure
resistance, signal strength and range, power source life and energy consumption.

By working with fishermen on the design, Independence Marine has taken efforts to foster fisherman to 'buy-in" to
our solution to their problem. With this approach, we will not repeat the experience of the "Turtle Excluder Device"
that was mandated a few years ago by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for use in the shrimp trawling
fisheries along the Gulf Coast of the U. S. The shrimpers were not included in the development process of the product
and felt that the product was useless, unusable and a "golden egg" for the manufacturer. Independence Marine
continues to include lead-users in the development of our products and in the study of the buying and usage
behaviors of the vessel owners and fishermen.

Product Attributes and Benefits

Whale Awayä has a distinctive, brightly colored durable plastic exterior. One end has the shape of a whale's head
molded in plastic. The device will be noticeable to fishermen who will see the equipment being used by the lead users
of each port. The attention that it attracts will encourage imitation, which is a common method of product diffusion in
the fishing industry, as well as trial and acceptance of Whale Awayä. In addition, the colors will be changed from year
to year to make it easier for fishermen and regulators to recognize that the fisherman has the most current devices
with the latest proven technology (note, however, that user registration will be the primary form of monitoring usage
available to regulators).

Whale Away'sä compact, durable, light weight design allows easy, safe use with mechanized fishing equipment (e.g.
hydraulic winches and mechanical net spreaders). In some applications, nets are deployed at rates of up to fifteen
miles per hour and bang over several metal spreading bars. In this environment, the device must be able to be
pulled easily through the system along with the nets. A major problem with the original device was that its weight
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and bulk required that it be clipped on to nets by a crew member after they had been through the mechanized
equipment and were over the side of the boat, resulting in much slower deployment speeds, additional crew
members and increased risk of personal injury.

Most importantly, our design is very adaptable to the equipment used in our primary market, the domestic gill net
fishing industry. Which currently represents 46% of the deployed fishing gear and almost 80% of cetacean by-catch
in the U.S. (Please see Figure 2 for a description of gill net fishing technology). The power source life is both Whale
Away'sä greatest constraint and its greatest marketing opportunity. Whale Awayä is designed as a disposable, single-
season device necessitating annual repurchase. Like many replacement markets (e.g. razor blades), sales will be
predictable and the customer base can be developed. In addition to the benefits of planned obsolescence, annual
replacement will allow for easy integration of product improvements. Annual color and shape changes will also help
government observers to ensure that the latest and best technology is being used. Lastly, the limited life of the
current power source is the factor that allows the product to meet the requirements of the fishermen in terms of size
and cost.

The color changes will be released in June of each year to coincide with the migratory patterns of cetaceans off the
coast of the United States. Whale Awayä is designed to function for up to 3 months in the water. Fishermen will
attach the devices to their nets only during those times that the cetaceans might reasonably be anticipated in their
waters, which is about two months per year. To conserve energy, the design includes a water activated switch to
shut the device off when it is out of the water. When dry, the product has a shelf life of almost one year.

Product Name

The product works by warning or alerting cetaceans that there is "something unusual" (a net) in the water. The
animal gets curious, and, rather than colliding blindly with the net, learns where it is in the water, and thus avoids
entanglement. From the fisherman's perspective, the product keeps cetaceans away from his or her net; thereby
protecting the net from damage and keeping the fisherman out of trouble with regulators. Since the best known
cetacean is the whale, our product was named Whale Awayä.
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Independence Marine
Market Need

Market Drivers

The primary market driver for Whale Awayä in the United States is the regulation created by Congress to protect
endangered species. Effective October, 1993, regulations promulgated by the National Marine Fisheries Service of the
U.S. Department of Commerce to enforce the Endangered Species Conservation Act, the Endangered Species Act, the
Marine Mammal Protection Act and the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act will "disallow any
further extensions, waivers, or interim permits" issued to allow the incidental by-catch of marine mammals while
fishing in U.S. waters. Currently, regulations protecting these endangered species have been circumscribed by
loopholes established to provide a grace period for the U.S. fishing industry to develop fishing technologies that
protect endangered species. The loopholes have now been closed, and regulations require the use of the "most
advanced technology" available to alleviate mammal by-catch. However, no technologies other than Whale Awayä
currently exist to solve this dilemma.

Under the law, the only alternative to using the "most advanced technology" is the complete cessation of fishing
during periods when marine mammals are known to be in a particular fishing area. Ceasing fishing operations over
these periods of time will create an economic disaster for fishermen. As an example, over 30% of a the catch of a
typical fishery located along the East Coast of the United States is brought in during the two month period in the fall
when harbor porpoises migrate. Thus, a significant portion of a fisherman's income is at risk due to regulatory
pressure. Whale Awayä is the solution for fishermen to meet the regulatory requirements and continue operations.

A second market driver for Whale Awayä is that it addresses other important needs of fishermen. The use of Dr.
Lien's device has been proven to reduce the number of marine mammal entanglements in fishing nets. This
minimizes the amount of damage done to nets, reducing net repair and replacement costs. Also, undamaged nets
can catch more fish, thus improving yields. Testing in Newfoundland found these benefits to be economically
significant. Our market research with fishermen revealed that they are looking for ways to improve fishing yields,
reduce operating costs, reduce equipment loss and keep the government out of their way. Whale Awayä meets the
needs of our customers from both a regulatory and an economic perspective.

Market Size

There are roughly 12,500 commercial fishing vessels in the United States. The distribution of the industry by location
is shown in Appendix I. Gill net fishing, the industry sector that has the largest by-catch of cetaceans (please see
Figure 3 for a breakdown by net type), is the primary target market for Whale Awayä. Gill nets represent the fishing
technology used on 16% of all domestic fishing vessels. Approximately 2,025 domestic vessels deploy about 9 million
feet of gill nets, representing 46% of the total commercial fishing equipment in the United States. Gill nets represent
a large and highly concentrated target market with a small number of players using most of the equipment (please
see Figure 4). In addition, 86% of the domestic gill nets are found along the eastern seaboard (please see Figure 5).

The 9 million feet of gill net translates into roughly 30,000 nets in use domestically. Since five Whale Awayä units are
required per net, the maximum market volume will be 150,000 units per year. Currently there is no competition in
this sector of the market.
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Independence Marine
Marketing

Launch Plan

In 1993, government funded research projects will purchase a total of 5,000 Whale Awayä units for field testing.
These tests will provide scientific data to validate the effectiveness of our Whale Awayä product. If any issues arise
during the test phase, time will still be available to address and validate these issues before full market roll-out in
early to mid-1994. Development money has been included in the budget for just such an occurrence. This test phase
will also generate publicity among fishermen for our product. A detailed, promotional launch plan will run as follows:

June 1993 Field Test, Conception Bay, NFLD. 500 units

 Field Test, Placentia Bay, NFLD. 500 units

September 1993 Ad Roll-out in Trade Journals  

October 1993 Market Intro., Fish EXPO, Seattle, WA  

 NMFS Field Test, Portsmouth, NH, USA 4000 units

February 1994 NMFS Field Test Results Available  

March 1994 National Sales Begin, 1994 Fishing Season  

 Sales Projection 72,000 units

Integral to the launch and the continued success of Whale Awayä, will be personal contacts with every member of
the gill net fishing community (of which there are only about 2,025 vessels domestically). Maintaining close contact
with our customers will be the cornerstone of our approach and commitment to the marketplace. To assist this
objective, a database of customer information and potential customers will be maintained. Data will be gathered at
trade shows, through direct mailings and by visiting ports.

Promotion

Successful adoption of Whale Awayä is primarily dependent on building lead-user trial and rapid imitation. To
accomplish this, a promotion plan has been developed to stimulate recognition and familiarity on the part of the
general fishing population and to target the lead-users in each port. These lead-users will be at the Fish Expo trade
show in Seattle (October 1993). We will collect names, phone numbers and addresses of the fishermen attending the
show and provide them with promotional materials. At the same time, advertisements and favorable editorials (which
are already in the process of being written by independent editors) will be published in leading trade journals.

For ports not covered by Fish Expo attendees, and as a follow up to Fish Expo, we will use direct mailings to
stimulate sales prior to the beginning of cetacean migration through each region. In addition, port visits will be
conducted by managers and sales representatives and will be timed so as to occur just prior to the arrival of
migrating cetaceans in the area in order to promote our company and product coincidentally with demand. Total
promotion expenses for 1993 are budgeted at $85,500 (please see Appendix II and Figure 6 for further details).

For a long term market development strategy, public relations will be used to create a consumer demand for "whale-
safe" fish, similar to recent demands for "dolphin-free" tuna. This plan will be conducted in coordination with
academic and conservation groups.

Distribution

Fishermen are a rugged breed of individuals that are very family-oriented and highly individualistic. People in this
industry enjoy the challenge of beating the elements, beating the odds and being in charge of their own destinies
(please see Appendix III for a detailed description of our buyer behavior). Most vessels are owner operated.

Initially, fishermen will be encouraged to order Whale Awayä directly from Independence Marine via a 1-800 toll-free
number through direct mailings to Fish Expo contacts. Toll-free numbers are a very common method for equipment
procurement in the industry and allow Independence Marine to keep control of the channel. Additionally, this
distribution channel selection bypasses the strong resistance to new products that exists in other standard industry
channels and allows Independence Marine to monitor how effectively it is developing a "pull" marketing strategy.

The toll-free number also allows Independence Marine to leverage the vessel owners' independent nature and
provides another opportunity to learn more about our customers by developing a direct relationship with each of
them. This approach is also complementary to the development and monitoring of the customer data base. By being
close to the market, we will be able to respond immediately and effectively to changing customer needs as sales
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grow dramatically through 1994.

As the other channels develop an interest in providing Whale Awayä based on the "pull" of the marketplace,
Independence Marine intends to allow movement of Whale Awayä through these other channels of equipment
distribution. Since these channels provide services that Independence Marine cannot (e.g., assembly of finished nets
and immediate local access), they will be important assets in our channel strategy to satisfy all segments of our
customer base. Volume price discounts will be provided to these channel distributors in order to prevent them from
undercutting our price.

Current Industry Channels

Most net manufacturers make fishing nets and equipment as secondary items. They usually fabricate construction
nets, safety nets, etc. as their primary product. They sell fishing equipment to distributors of varying sizes who then
either sell directly to the fishermen or else assemble the nets for the fishermen. The distributors use direct sales,
catalogs, direct mail and toll-free telephone numbers to reach fishermen. The fishermen either buy all the equipment
components themselves and have a third party assemble the nets for them, or they have a local shop buy everything
and assemble it for them so that they can purchase the net ready to use.

Many small manufacturers receive business because "they have been around for a long time." The fishermen
personally know these owners and will give them business because they always have in the past. Some small
manufacturers will even make nets to individualized customer orders. When the manufacturers introduce new
products, they tend to select a lead-user fisherman in the specific area and give him the equipment to try.

Pricing

In order to create an effective barrier to entry for later competitors, Independence Marine will pursue a pricing
strategy of market penetration. A low price for Whale Awayä will represent an attractive deal for fishermen. For a
price, they can continue to fish during the most profitable part of the year uninterrupted. They will also realize
savings from lower net damage and experience higher revenues (less damaged and lost nets yield higher catches).
One study showed a 300% catch increase with whale alarms because the nets were fully functioning and undisturbed
by marine mammals.

To set a price for Whale Awayä, a value-in-use analysis was performed to determine a rational, market-oriented
price point. The additional benefits due to lower net damage were not included in this analysis. The analysis was
performed using revenue information provided by fishermen. The variable costs of operation (labor, fuel, gear, food,
etc.) were deducted from revenues along with the average fixed costs (boat costs and salaries) to arrive at a "profit"
for the owner. Industry data allowed us to divide fishermen into economic quartiles. The value-in-use analysis can be
seen in Figure 7. Our calculations show that, for the majority of fishermen, the value of being able to operate while
marine mammals are in their area is in excess of $46 per unit. For the lowest quartile, the value is approximately $26
per unit. Again, this does not consider any other economic benefits.

In addition, the focus groups conducted by company management with the lead users in Portsmouth, NH confirmed
this price point information for the use of this technology. The lead users suggested that they would be willing to pay
as much as $3,000 per boat for the benefits provided. Considering the number of nets these fishermen deployed, this
correlated well with the $40 per unit price threshold.

Based on this analysis, Whale Awayä will be priced at $20 per unit, undercutting the value-in-use price while still
maintaining a healthy contribution margin of 63% (with a delivered unit variable cost of $7.35) for Independence
Marine. The reason for the low price is to promote rapid product diffusion and to make competitive entry both more
difficult and less economically attractive for potential entrants.

Fishermen will need five units per 300 feet of net (which is the common net size), therefore, packaged sets of five
units will be sold for $100. Individual replacement units will also be sold, but at a price of $22.50 per unit to cover
additional shipping costs. As an incentive for trial by lead users, Independence Marine will offer a trade discount to
first-time buyers, such as a discount toward the next year's purchases (this discount is already factored into the
financial statements under the reserve for commissions and promotional discounts).

Sales Projections

For 1993, Independence Marine will be manufacturing 5,000 units for field tests in Newfoundland and New
Hampshire. Sale of these units to the Whale Research Centre of Memorial University will result in $100,000 in
revenue for 1993. Purchasing Dr. Lien's device as originally designed for this test would cost approximately $250,000,
so we are already serving the needs of our secondary customer quite favorably.

Beyond 1993, projections are based on a Bass model of new product diffusion. This model is based on assumptions
concerning market size, adoption rate and associated revenues, costs, profits, and returns. Federal regulations will
help drive trial and adoption rates. In order to assure a conservative approach, the model includes the entry of
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competitors after Whale Awayä's second year in the market. These competitors are assumed to immediately capture
one third of the market.

Under these assumptions Independence Marine's revenues for the Whale Awayä product are projected to grow from
$1.2 million in 1994 to $2.0 million by 1998. The five year projections for Whale Awayä by region are shown in
Appendix IV.

Competitive Strategy

Barriers to entry into our industry are potentially low. Most of the technology is not patentable because much of Dr.
Lien's research has been published in the academic press. However, the design can be copyrighted. Capital
requirements for entry are modest; however, competitors will face some significant testing and engineering costs
that Independence Marine is not having to face if they attempt to copy and certify the product.

With regard to the threat of vertical integration into our product category, there are no large equipment
manufacturing suppliers to the fishing industry that pose a threat to Independence Marine. Fishing equipment is a
mature sideline niche for these equipment suppliers.

To establish a stronger market position, Independence Marine will use its first mover advantage in the market to
create an artificial barrier to entry. Independence Marine will quickly "fill the void" in the market by using penetration
pricing and positive relationships developed with the NWS through the test projects in the Fall of 1993 to ensure that
Whale Awayä is the approved solution to the marine mammal by-catch problem. Approval of our product as the
benchmark solution will create a barrier by forcing competitors to demonstrate their products via similar extensive
and expensive testing. The NMFS is unlikely to fund additional research on other solutions once ours has already
been proven effective.

Despite the relatively small size of this market and our aggressive approach, competitive entry is a possibility.
Historically, when a second entrant comes into a new market, the original provider may lose up to one third of its
market share. This market share may be somewhat attractive to competitors, but it will be a lot of work for a small
piece of this market, given the low unit price being offered by Independence Marine. Our sales projections and
financials use the conservative assumption that competitors will enter the market in 1996.

Once established, we will defend our market position by pursuing a low cost manufacturing strategy with continuing
refinements to the product design. Efficient design and manufacturing capabilities are the distinctive competencies of
the founders. By staying ahead of the competition through innovation and our experience curve, we will discourage
entry, or at least keep imitators' profits low.

Another potential threat comes from those fishermen who choose not to comply with the federal regulations that
created the impetus for Whale Awayä. In order to protect our law-abiding customers from unfair competition, we will
provide local NMFS regulators with lists of registered users from our sales database in order to diminish the impact of
cheating within the market. This could be presented as a service to our customers, removing the burden of proof
from them and helping the licensing process to run smoothly. We will also promote the importance of lower net
damage and loss rates along with higher catch yields for undamaged nets as a significant economic benefit of using
Whale Awayä.

Self-manufacture by fisherman is another competitive threat. However, it is not viewed as very strong because the
manufacturing costs associated with self-made units are in excess of the $20 unit price. Dr. Lien at one point
circulated an inexpensive "do it yourself" design version. The cost of similar off-the-shelf materials purchased at
retail prices is greater than $24, plus the unit was much less effective, less durable and considerably more bulky than
our product.

The only similar product we have found in the market is an acoustic alarm sold to frighten seals away from fishing
nets in the Pacific Northwest. This device has proven to be a technological failure. No other substitute products or
technologies have been developed to date.
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Independence Marine
Future Growth Opportunities

Independence Marine has several significant opportunities for future growth. These include the extension of the
current product into new markets and the development of product variations and line extensions. Presently, the
financial projections are based only on sales of Whale Awayä to the domestic gill net fishery market, but a
considerable amount of money has been budgeted for the research and development of new products. The growth
opportunities are further expanded below.

New Markets

We intend to develop new markets for our initial product through international expansion into other developed
economic fisheries such as Canada, Europe, South America and Japan. We will be conducting exploratory research
into the regulatory and market conditions in these areas. Sales in the Canadian Maritime Provinces are expected to
grow since this is where the original need developed as a way to reduce net damage caused by whale collisions.
Northern and Western Europe represent attractive, highly regulated economic fisheries markets where gill net fishing
is commonly used. Entry into the South American, Japanese and Far East markets will be approached only after
additional research into the market and regulatory conditions have been completed.

Product Variations/Line Extensions

In addition to incremental improvements to the existing product, we will also be creating new applications for our
technology and product line extensions. Some possible line extensions to be explored include longer lasting products,
shark deterrents and improved dolphin-free tuna net devices.

For long-lived products there is a vast potential market. The United Nations - Fisheries and Agriculture Organization
(UN-FAO) currently equips subsistence-level fishermen in the Third World with gill nets. Gill nets are the most
economical and efficient fishing technology available, and as such are the technology of choice for introduction and
use in developing countries. To serve this market, we will develop a variation of Whale Awayä that operates as long
as the nets are expected to be in service. This variation is currently in the research phase. This world market has
enormous sales potential that can be tapped through a central customer (the UN).

The current prototype device developed by Dr. Lien has been demonstrated to have shark deterrent value during
tests in Australia and South Africa. In these countries, anti-shark nets are used to surround and protect beaches
used by swimmers. Similar to the marine mammal problems of fishermen, sharks often damage and/or become
entangled in the nets. The development of prototype units for shark research are planned for late 1994.

The tuna fishing industry represents another opportunity for devices similar to Whale Awayä. The rise in demand for
"dolphin-safe" tuna is a significant trend that is expected to grow. Currently, dolphins must be chased from the nets
with motor boats and divers before the nets are hauled out of the water. This increases the chance of escape for the
tuna and places the fishermen at risk. This market will also be explored beginning in late 1994.
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Independence Marine
Operations

Major components for Whale Awakeä, such as the circuit board and the molded plastic nose cone, will be
subcontracted to outside suppliers in order to keep our capital investment costs low. The components and other raw
materials will be shipped to an assembly shop in southern New Hampshire. This region was selected because of its
proximity to our customer base and the many unemployed assembly operators desperate for a job opportunity in the
area.

The assembly operation will consist of preparing the outer casing, attaching and inserting the signal device, circuit
board and power source. Once assembled, the unit is filled with a special polymeric filler and sealed closed.
Production will run for about eight months per year and ramp up to meet spikes in August and September caused by
the cyclicality of demand (please see Figure 8). Eight hourly employees will be required to staff the operation during
the peaks in the production schedules. The hourly employees will be hired on a temporary basis. Tins will keep costs
low by avoiding the cost of fringe benefits and allowing the head count to fluctuate with demand. Since this is a
simple assembly operation, there will be no need to retain any highly skilled or highly trained operators. Estimated
costs of production are as follows:

Direct Labor $1.00

Direct Materials $5.35

Packaging and Shipping $1.00

Total Variable Cost $7.35

The manufacture of the control circuit boards is anticipated to be with an electronics subcontracting unit in order to
reduce labor costs and, therefore, piece price. Orders will be placed for monthly batches with an expected lead time
of eight weeks. Shipping and duties are included in the total material cost. The out-sourcing of the plastic nose cone
will be less complicated and could be contracted with a local injection molding company. Lead times and batch sizes
will be smaller, but there will be the requirement of a small investment for tooling. Overall, the choice of
subcontracting the major components will keep capital expenses for equipment at a minimum.

Future expansion of capacity will not require any considerable investment other than additional fixtures and increased
floor space for materials storage. Ramping up production to meet unexpected demand will be dependent on the
ability of subcontractors to meet the new requirements, therefore contingencies for these circumstances will be
included in the contracts.
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Independence Marine
Management Team

Management Team

Our management team is strongly qualified to set up and run the assembly operations as well as the subcontracting
arrangements. The founding team has over 35 years of direct manufacturing, design, management, sales and
management experience at various sized companies, including both private and publicly traded firms. This
experience, combined with professional training in the Masters of Management in Manufacturing program at the J.L.
Kellogg Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University, brings an enormous amount of manufacturing
and management talent to the company and represents a distinctive competence of Independence Marine.

Mr. Tower brings 6 years of experience as a manager and partner at NIMROD Press in Boston, MA. Mr. Hagey brings
over 10 years experience as a product development engineer at Hewlett Packard. Mr. Hagedorn has over 10 years of
manufacturing and operations management experience. His most recent assignment is as the General Manager of
Imaging Services with Bell & Howell's Document Management Products Company. Mr. Hattery brings 8 years of
experience in product design and manufacturing engineering at General Motors. In addition, Mr. Hattery is attending
the MMM program as a GM Fellow. Mr. Zant participated in manufacturing and design functions in the aerospace
industry for three years prior to attending the MMM program at Northwestern University and has been named
Manufacturing Program Manager for the Harper-Wyman Division of Oak Industries.

Both Mr. Tower and Mr. Hagey will be compensated for expenses incurred during the first year of operations. After
the product launch market rate salaries will be arranged. Both will receive equity incentives based on Independence
Marine's performance in terms of both profit and capital investment utilization.

In addition to the expertise provided by the founders, Independence Marine has strong accounting advice being
provided by Bala V. Balachandran, Ph.D., Accounting Center Director at the Kellogg Graduate School of Management,
who has agreed to serve on our Board of Directors. We anticipate that further financial advice will be available from
both Dr. Balachandran, as well as from an appropriate select group of our investors, as needed.

An Advisory Board is also being formed with the goal of providing Independence Marine with access to new product
ideas, additional market information and feedback, as well as, serving as a source of technical and behavioral
information.

With this combination of experts in management, manufacturing, accounting, finance, sales, technology and aquatic
mammal behavior, Independence Marine is in a unique and unequaled position to capitalize upon the market need
that is emerging at this very moment.

In summary, the management team at Independence Marine includes:

Caleb Tower, Managing Director, Chief Financial Officer

John Hagey, Director, Vice President of Product Development

The Board of Directors, in addition to the management team includes:

Bala V. Balachandran, Outside Director, Accounting Center Director, KGSM

Frederick H Hagedorn, Founder

John C. Hattery Jr., Founder

Thomas E. Zant, Founder

Outside Director(s), selected by key investors.

The following Board of Technical and Industry Advisors is being recruited:

Glenn Etchegary, Fishery Consultant, Center for Fisheries Innovation, St. Johns, NFLD

John Guzzwell, Acoustical Engineer, Centre for Cold Ocean Resource, Engineering Memorial University, St. Johns,
NFLD

Jon Lien, Ph.D., Animal Behaviorist, Whale Research Center, Memorial University, St. Johns, NFLD
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Bill Perrin, Marine Mammologist, SW Fisheries Ctr., La Jolla, CA

Tim Smith, Marine Mammal Manager, NMFS-NE, Wood's Hole, MA

Ron Smolowitz, Fishing Gear Designer and Consultant, Wood's Hole, MA
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Independence Marine
Financial Overview

Capital Needs

Prior to March of 1994, Independence Marine will be funded by the founders with an investment of $50,000. These
funds will be used for the completion of the product design, production tooling, a limited amount of working capital
and primary market development.

In March of 1994, once the field test results have been received and the total viability of the product has been
verified, a second round of investment will be required. At this point, an additional $250,000 will be sought in
exchange for 30% of the firm. These funds will be applied to working capital needs as production expands. The
market demand is highly seasonal and requires a relatively high level of working capital so that the net cash position
of the firm can be managed effectively, especially during the first two years (see Figure 9). The founders of the firm
will retain 50% of the equity. The remaining 20% of the equity is being held in treasury as future incentive for the
operating managers.

Exit Strategy

We intend Independence Marine to be a long term business and will achieve this by expanding beyond our initial
product and market. Since there are no firms that currently specialize in serving this industry, there is plenty of room
for growth but little potential for a buyout by a larger firm. Our earliest option for exit is a stock repurchase from
investors using the considerable amount of cash generated by the firm ($2.2 million by year 5). Eventually, a public
offering or leveraged buyout can be made when investors want liquidity or the firm needs greater capital access.
Valuation of the firm at that point will be based on a fair outside appraisal.

Returns On Investment

Based on the conservative sales and cost estimates and an initial investment of $250,000 (for 30% of the firm's
equity), Whale Awayä delivers an expected 43% internal rate of return on investment through year five. At this point,
the investment value will have increased between 2 and 11 times in the eyes of the investors based on our sensitivity
analysis.

Review of Financial Projections

The most important component of the financial projections is the sales forecast. Sales drive our financial results. Our
financials are based on our expected market size, including the entry of competition in 1995. We have examined
several alternative scenarios (best case, worst case). The table below summarizes the results:

Sensitivity to Sales Assumptions:

Scenario Total Market Size
(units per year)

Presence of
Competition

1998 Firm
Valuation

Net Return on
Investment

Expected Case 150,000 per year yes $4,956,169 43%

Best Case 18,000 per year no $7,590,362 62%

Worst Case 75,000 per year yes $1,805,523 17%

Zero-Profit Case 52,500 per year yes $866,234 1%

Competition when present takes up 1/3 of market.
1994 capital investment is $250,000 in return for 30% of equity.
The 1998 firm valuation combines excess cash reserves in 1998 with terminal value based on a 6-X multiple of
cash flow and a discount rate of 16.67%.
Return on investment is for the 1994 outside capital investment

Figure 10 shows our projected sales in comparison to break-even sales levels. It is clear that expected sales will be
well above break-even levels. This is due to the low capital investment manufacturing strategy and the resulting low
fixed costs we have employed.

Cash Management

Independence Marine will be a cash machine. With low fixed costs and healthy margins our firm will generate a
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positive cash flow (and profits) in 1994, the firm's first full year of operation. Because this is the first year of outside
investment participation, investors will see red ink only in the first few months of 1994. The reason Independence
Marine needs investors is not to cover initial losses, but to cover our working capital needs due to our anticipated
rapid growth in 1994 -1995. After 1994, Independence Marine will experience a cash and earnings buildup. During
the first year, our expected cash position never clips below $35,000. This slack gives Independence Marine some
flexibility to compensate for unexpected events. For example, if we have underestimated demand, the $35,000
cushion will help cover our additional working capital needs.

Independence Marine's expected return on equity ranges from 81 % in 1994 down to 20% in 1998. This is because
nonproductive cash builds up, inflating equity and diminishing ROE. Excess cash will either be paid out as dividends
and stock repurchases, or will be invested in market expansion projects. Actual returns on equity after dividends or
investments will range well above 20% minimum.

Our assumptions in building the balance sheet are included with the financials. However, it is important to note that
asset and inventory turnovers are realistic. Inventory ranges from 4-8 turns per year depending on the growth rate.

Sources & Uses of Funds

Our anticipated sources and uses of capital for 1993 and 1994 are as follows:

 Uses Sources

Time Period
Working
Capital

Marketing Product
Development

Investment Operating
Revenues

Loans

June 1993 - Feb. 1994 38,000 46,000 26,000 50,000 60,000  

March 1994 - Dec 1994 494,000 42,000 96,000 250,000 324,000 58,000
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